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The revenues in Sweden for 
digital native is growing rapidly. 
So as this trend continues to 
grow - what can brands and 
content producers do to make 
sure effect is at it´s absolute 
best?



2015- SCHIBSTED MOBILE STUDY 
2016- SCHIBSTED MOBILE STUDY 
2017 - SCHIBSTED DATA & CONTEXT STUDY 
2018 - SCHIBSTED NATIVE STUDY

Over the past years - Schibsted 
made several studies on effect on 
Display - short digital exposures - 
two mobile studies and a 
Data&Context-study 
In  2018 we decided to look at 
long digital exposures - native 
text-articles 



- METHOD 
- AGGREGATED RESULTS 
- SUCCESSFUL CONTENT CREATION



The study is based on the results 
of native campaigns by these 
brands. Data has been analysed 
by research company Inizio and 
Sthlm School of Economics.



Native-articles were live on Aftonbladet 
- Swedens largest daily newspaper 
Omni - an news app that curates news 
And Omni Ekonomi - an app for 
economy and business news



16  
BRANDS

4 TYPES OF 
ARTICLES PER 

BRAND

+ 400 000 
READERS

+ 20 000 
RESPONDENTS

SURVEYS IN SCHIBSTED PANEL, INIZIO  PANEL AND LIVE ON AFTONBLADET, OMNI, OMNI EKONOMI

So, 16 brands. 4 types of articles per 
brand, +400 000 readers and well over 
20 000 respondents on surveys in both 
Schibsted Panel, Inizio Panel and live on 
Aftonbladet, Omni and Omni Ekonomi 
gave us very interesting insights. 
Inizio and Sthlm school of economics 
have analysed the data.



We looked at brandlift when comparing exposed vs non 
exposed to native text-articles



INFORMATIVE EMOTIONAL

PRODUCT-FOCUS

CATEGORY-FOCUS*

Presents the product 
with facts and 
arguments

Connects emotions to 
the product, user and 
timing

Teaches through 
general tips and 
guidance* Brand and products are not integrated in texts

Wakes strong 
emotions that are not 
directly connected to 
the product

The commercial editors in Schibsted Brand Studio 
wrote 4 types of articles- informative and 
emotional - product-focused and category-focused. 
Product-focus presents the product with facts  and 
arguments. Or connecting emotions to the product. 
While category-focused - either teaches by general 
guidance. Or wake strong emotions. 

Normally we would not do articles this boxed in but 
to be able to analyse the data we made them very 
strict by these directions.



INFORMATIVE EMOTIONAL

PRODUCT-FOCUS

CATEGORY-FOCUS*

Presents the product 
with facts and 
arguments

Connects emotions to 
the product, user and 
timing

Teaches by general 
tips and guidance

* Brand and products are not integrated in texts

EXAMPLES OF ARTICLES
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AGGREGATED RESULTS

We measured brand awareness, brand attitude, curiosity, category interest, brand preference and 
purchase intent.  
All article types resulted in significant brand lifts. However, product informative articles had by far the 
highest brand lift. The more you mention the brand, the higher the brand lift. But we also saw that this 
type of articles had difficulties attracting readers compared to category emotional. The category 
emotional articles performed 30% better in terms of clicks on headlines. The conclusion is that you reach 
people further down the marketing funnel with product informative articles whilst the emotional articles 
attracts new potential customers.



INFORMATIVE EMOTIONAL

PRODUCT-FOCUS

CATEGORY-FOCUS*

Presents the product 
with facts and 
arguments

Connects emotions to 
the product, user and 
timing

Teaches by general 
tips and guidance

* Brand and products are not integrated in texts

A optimal way to plan your 
campaigns would be a mix of 
these content types to reach 
different people in different parts 
of the consumer journey. 



PRODUCT/INFORMATIVE PRODUCT/EMOTIONAL CATEGORY/INFORMATIVE CATEGORY/EMOTIONAL

BRAND AWARENESS

CATEGORY INTERESTBRAND ATTITUDE

BRAND PREFERENCECURIOUS ABOUT BRAND

PURCHASE INTENTION

AGGREGATED RESULTS
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This graph shows the total campaign lift on all 16 campaigns. All six brand metrics combined 
into one number  - the campaign effect. And its clear that some campaigns got really high 
brand lifts. Can we find something in common with the campaigns that performed the best? 

All campaigns in the top hade a good timing aspect on their content.  They simply ran their 
campaign at a time when a lot of people where interested in their products or services, 

Many of the campaigns in the top also included people, for example, using a person that the 
reader could identify with - client testimonials.  

Another common thing for the articles in the top was that they were news-driven. Promoting 
new products, or at least the articles  had a sense of presenting something new. Since all 
campaigns ran on newsites, this created a higher relevance for the reader.



Native ads is effective when teaching new information 

Well know brands can focus on category 

When relevant, it’s ok to speak about the own brand or product 

Great effects if you do it right, especially with CTR 

High lifts for FMCG brands

In order to get as good ROI as possible you 
need to have some kind if focus on the brand 
or the product. This is especially important 
when reaching people that has already 
entered the consumer funnel. That give you 
big possibilities in campaign effect. 

A well known brand can afford to be wider in 
their communication and focus more on the 
category and get a higher reach.. 

KEY TAKE AWAYS



Focus on interest 
Problem solving 
Passive adoptive

Focus on problem 
Identifies problem 
Less adoptive 

Focus on solution 
Chooses between solutions  
Active adoptive

Focus on purchase 
Price, quality 
Actively adoptive

PROBLEM INFORMATION EVALUATION PURCHASE

AMOUNT OF INFORMATION: LARGE 
INTERACTIVNESS: LARGE 
FORCED: NO 
EMOTION: AVERAGE

NATIVE 
TEXT ARTICLE

NATIVE  ARTICLES IN THE DIGITAL MEDIA MIX



PROBLEM INFORMATION EVALUATION PURCHASE

NATIVE  ARTICLES IN DIGITAL MEDIA MIX

NATIVE

Focus on interest 
Problem solving 
Passive adoptive

Focus on problem 
Identifies problem 
Less adoptive 

Focus on solution 
Chooses between solutions  
Active adoptive

Focus on purchase 
Price, quality 
Actively adoptive



AMOUNT OF INFORMATION LARGE AVERAGE SMALL

INTERACTION LARGE SMALL SMALL

FORCED NO YES YES

EMOTION AVERAGE LARGE SMALL

NATIVE  
TEXT ARTICLE VIDEO DISPLAY

NATIVE  ARTICLES IN THE DIGITAL MEDIA MIX



Focus on interest 
How to solve problem 
Passive adoptive

Focus on problem 
Identifies problem 
Less adoptive 

Focus on solution 
What solutions are there 
Active adoptive

Focus on purchase 
Price, quality 
Active adoptive

PROBLEM INFORMATION EVALUATION PURCHASE

NATIVE  ARTICLES IN DIGITAL MEDIA MIX

NATIVE

VIDEO

DISPLAY DISPLAY DISPLAY

This is an example of an optimal way to plan your digital campaign. In a customer journey, video or Out of Home are good examples 
on reaching people at the stage where they are less adoptive to commercial messages. Entering the informative or evaluation stage, 

native text articles is an effective tool to get the customer more interested in either the brand or the product. Display is best added 
as an “always on”, but with different creatives throughout the journey. 



Be active when the consumer enters the funnel 

Highlight unknown attributes with your products 

Establish your own evaluation criteria 

KEY TAKE AWAYS

Scale your campaign with smart data 
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14,3%

MEDIATION-ANALYSIS

Exposure

Purchase  
Intention

HOW TO INCREASE PURCHASE INTENTION

6,1%

Curiosity
+ 4,7%

Brand Attitude
+ 3,5%

Additional findings 
Just by exposing an audience to your native article has a potential lift in purchase intent by 6,1 %. 
If you can get people curious about your brand that lift in purchase intent will increase with in average 4,7 %.  
And if you also are able to shift peoples brand attitude with your content that lift is even higher. Giving you a 
potential lift in purchase intent by in average 14,3 %.



WHAT MAKES PEOPLE CURIOS?

The  
unexpected 

Similarity 

PeopleTiming 

Reliable 
sourcesContext



SUMMARY

Native in a news context is useful if you want to teach customers new 
information or talk about something that is perceived as new

When relevant, don´t be afraid to talk about your brand or product

Make people curious 

Ask yourself if this is truly interesting for the readers 


